MAPS OF THE WORLD
Map 912 Cha 1775
Chart of the Atlantic Ocean

Map 912 Vie 1660
View of the Known World, showing recent discoveries and parts unexplored, as it appeared circa 1660

Map 912 Vie 1783
View of the Known World, showing the United States as an independent nation, as it appeared circa 1783

Map 912 Vie 1811
View of the Known World, showing its empires, kingdoms, states, and nations, as it appeared circa 1811

Map 912 View 1856
View of the Known World, showing its empires, kingdoms, states, and nations, as it appeared circa 1856

GENEALOGY HOW TO – BLACK AMERICANS
Circ 929.1 Bur
Burroughs, Tony
Black roots: a beginner’s guide to tracing the African American family tree

Circ 929.1 Smi
Smith, Franklin Carter
Genealogist’s guide to discovering your African-American ancestors: how to find and record your unique heritage

EUROPE
Map 940 Bow 1779
Bowles’s European Navigator’s Vade-Mecum

ENGLAND AND WALES
Map 942 Act
Actuall survey of Middlesex

Map 942 Anc
Ancient Parishes Townships & Chapelries of Cheshire

Map 942.71 Che 1842
Cheshire\London
Map 942.71 Che 1996
Cheshire\England

Map 942 Cit
City of London and County of Middlesex [1749]

Map 942 Cou
Countie Pallatine of Lancaster discribed and divided into hundreds 1610

Map 942 Cou
Countye Palatine of Chester

Map 942 Pla
Plan of London [1762]

Map 942 Tru
True Mappe on Topographcall Description of the Lordshippe of Northenden. Lying within the county Palatine of Chester, AD 1641

GERMANY
Map 943 Emp
Empire D’Allemagne

Map 943 new
New and accurate map of Germany

ITALY
Map 945.7 Env
Environs of Naples – 1890

SWEDEN
Map 948.5 Tur
Turist Karta Sverige Del 1 [Tourist map of Sweden]

WYOMING
Circ 978.7 B352 Fet
Fetter, Richard
Mountain men of Wyoming

ARIZONA
979.153 R233 Gre
Great register of voters, County of Cochise, Territory of Arizona, 1890
CALIFORNIA
979.4 D372 Par
Parker, Nathan C.
*Personal name index to the 1856 city directories of California*

979.4 H388 Bid
Bidwell, John
*Echoes of the past: an account of the first emigrant train to California, Life in California before the gold discovery, Fremont in the conquest of California; reprinted from “The Century Magazine” Nov. 1890, Dec. 1890, and Jan. 1891*

979.435 H388 Whe
Wheatland, California, 1874-1974

979.473 H388 Ram
Rambo, F. Ralph
*Almost forgotten: cartoon pen and inklings of the Old Santa Clara Valley*

Circ 979.476 H388 Mon
*Monterey’s adobe heritage*

Circ 979.476 H388 Old
*Old Monterey: doorway to history [California]*

979.487 H388 His
*Historic legends of Inyo County [California]*

979.492 H388 Bro
Brown, Oran Weston
*Lost Pueblo: Hueneme and Port Hueneme [California]*

979.493 H388 Pea
Pearce, Phyllis
*Founders and friends: Rio Hondo College and Whittier Historical Society [California]*

979.493 H388 Ros
Rose, L. J., Jr.
*L. J. Rose of Sunny Slope, 1827-1899: California pioneer, fruit grower, wine maker, horse breeder*

979.495 H388 Leg
*Legends of the High Desert: 29 Palms, Landers, Yucca Valley, Joshua Tree [California]*
OREGON

979.5 H388 Mea
Meacham, Walter

Applegate Trail

979.523 S227 Mah
Mahiscan [yearbook of Marshfield High School] 1921, 1923

979.525 I521 Boo
Booth, Percy T.

Legend of Indian Mary and Umpqua Joe

Map 979.527 Met Jac2
Metsker’s Jackson County map

Map 979.527 Pla
Plat of the Pankey Cemetery, Sams Valley, Jackson Co., Or 1927

Map 979.527 Pla Pt. 1 (left) Pt. 2 (right)
Plat of the Pankey Cemetery, Sams Valley, Jackson Co., Or 1927

Map 979.527 Ste
Stearns Cemetery

979.527 S227 Med 1951
Medford Senior High, class of 1951. Reunion album, 1986

979.527 S227 Ody
Odyssey [Yearbook, Scenic Junior High School, Central Point, Oregon] 1975

979.549 S227 Log 1947
Log 1947 [yearbook of the University of Portland]

Map 979.562 Met
Metsker’s Map of Wasco County Oregon

979.575 H388 Den
Densley, Lillian Cummings

Saints, sinners and Snake River secrets [Baker County]